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• A markup language used by the browser 
to make sense of your text 
• HyperText Markup Language 
• Has a logical structure
But what is HTML?
<!DOCTYPE html> 
<html> 
    <head> 
        <meta charset="utf-8"> 
        <title>Page Title</title> 
        <link rel="stylesheet" href="css/main.css"> 
        <script src="js/main.js"></script> 
    </head> 
    <body> 
       <h1>Page Title</h1> 
       <h2>Subhead</h2> 
       <p>Paragraph of text</p> 




•  HTML 2.0 
•  HTML 3.2 
•  HTML 4.0 
•  HTML 4.01 
•  HTML5 
• XHTML 
•  XHTML 1.0 
•  XHTML 1.1 
•  XHTML 2.0  







    <head> 
        <meta charset="utf-8"> 
        <title>Page Title</title> 
        <link rel="stylesheet" href="css/main.css"> 
        <script src="js/main.js"></script> 
    </head> 
    <body> 
       <h1>Page Title</h1> 
       <h2>Subhead</h2> 
       <p>Paragraph of text</p> 
    </body> 
</html>















• <html> - contains the entire document 
• <head> - contains header information 
(does not display) 
• <title> - goes inside <head>, is the 
title of the document 
• <body> - goes after <head> contains 
stuff that’s rendered in the browser
<a> tag
• <a> - (anchor) used to link content
<a href=“http://google.com”>External link to Google</a> 
<a href=“about/index.html”>About Page</a> 
<a href=“#about”>Jump to about section</a>  
 (pair with an id=“about” attribute) 
 
Note: Make sure your <a> element value is descriptive 
of where you will go. This is how blind users will know 
what they are in for!
<img> tag
• <img> - (image) used to include an 
image
<img alt=“UNL logo” src=“images/logo.png”/> 
<a href=“http://unl.edu”>  
 <img alt=“UNL logo, link to UNL website” src=“images/
logo.png”/>  
</a> 
Note: Try not to duplicate other text with your <img> alt 
attribute, but do try to make it clear what the image is.  
Try not to include text in images, instead just include 
the image and use HTML text to explain it. 
No alt tags. SADFACE. 
<h1><h2>, etc tag
• <h1> - (heading 1) used to mark a 
heading
<h1 id=“pagetitle”>Page title</h1> 
<p>This is some content</p> 
<h2 id=“first_subhead”>This is a subhead</h2> 
Note: Keep the headers in a logical order! Also, 





<p>A bit of content</p>  
 
<h2>Second subheading</h2>  
<p>a bit of content</p>  
 
<h3>A sub-sub heading</h3>  






<p>A bit of content</p>  
 
<h2>Second subheading</h2>  
<p>a bit of content</p>  
 
<h4>A sub-sub heading</h4>  
<p>a bit of content</p>  
 
<h1>Third subheading</h1>
Do: use headers in a  
logical order




 <p>Some content</p> 
Span 
 <span>Some content</span> 
Div 
 <div>Some content</div> 
Note: Paragraph has a logical meaning. Don’t nest 
paragraphs. Span and div are presentational only, they 
don’t have a semantic meaning, and you can nest them.
Classes and ID’s
Classes and ID’s can go on any element.  
Classes can be used multiple times, ID’s only once 
per page.  
You can add multiple classes by using a space. 
Start classes and id’s with letters.  
(fun note: it’s technically legal HTML5 to start an ID with a # but it 
won’t work with your plain CSS selectors) 
<div id=“main_content”>Content</div> 
<span class=“one two three”>Content</span> 
HTML Resources
• HTML5 Boilerplate 
• Web Developer Toolbar (for a variety 
of browsers) 






• A display language used by the browser 
to make sense of your text 
• Cascading Style Sheets 
• Lets you add colors and layout 
elements!
But what is CSS?
html { 
 background-color: #f4f3ea; 
} 
body {  
 color: #303030; 
 font-family: "Helvetica Neue", Arial, Helvetica, Geneva, sans-serif; 
 font-size: 16px; 
} 
h1, h2, h3, h4, h5, h6, nav { 
 font-family: 'Stint Ultra Expanded', cursive; 
 font-weight: 100; 






























border and bullet 
properties
.test ul li {  




• Twitter Bootstrap 
• Foundation 
• Search for “css framework” and try 
them out 
Pros: Can make getting things done 
quickly pretty easy 
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